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Here are our updates for October. Our release webinar for Q4 2021 will be

announced in the next release. Have a great weekend!

 

The Inspera Team

Edit 15/10/2021
Changes to support for Inspera Exam Portal (IEP)

We will continue support for 1.11 versions until the December Release.

Additionally, the rollout of version 1.13 will be postponed for an estimated few

weeks. More details will follow in the November Release Notes.

Note: Version 1.13 requires macOS 10.14 or higher.

Heads up
Updates for Inspera Exam Portal (IEP)
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For customers using the Inspera Exam Portal (IEP), we have released an upgraded

version of IEP (1.13.x) during September. This version will improve stability and

security:

Added detection/reloading if Test Player is not loaded due to connectivity

issues

Fixed recording bugs to improve stability

Added connection quality check on the system page

Harnessed Virtual Machine detection on the system page

Option for low light and break events to not terminate the session but set the

confidence level to zero for the session. They will also be visible as events in

the event list. (Tenant setting)

Logging Device Security Flag and Warning if test takers switch accounts on

applied moderate security policy on Windows

 

We are upgrading all existing customers to the latest version within the first
week of October. You will receive the new version through your customer contact.

Please note: 1.11.x versions will no longer be supported post 1st November.

 

LTI integration 
The following configuration implementation is being moved to the November

release instead of October to ensure we have time for sufficient quality assurance:

Scheduled task to automatically provision/unprovision users from LMS to

Inspera assessment exams.

Coming soon
Similarity scores in Marking 2.0
We are working on displaying Similarly scores on the candidate overview page in

Marking 2.0.

 

For more planned features, visit the Inspera Roadmap 2021

New features in this release
Increased test duration time
Users can now set the test duration time on tests within the Deliver module from 8

to 48 hours, allowing Planners more flexibility. Previously, only up to 8 hours was
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possible. Learn more

 

Support for languages in audio and image alternatives in MCQ and MRQ
We have added support for alternating between different languages within the

audio and image alternatives for Multiple Choice and Multiple Response questions.

This is planned to be activated for all by the November sprint. If you would like to

activate this now, please contact the Service Desk. 

 

Content ID and Revision ID available in lists
Revision ID and Content (item) ID columns can be displayed in the Questions or

Question Sets page. These IDs are used in some integrations and enable users to

easily verify the IDs in the user interface. Content ID can also be useful for

customers wanting to use an Inspera generated ID as a unique content identifier.

This feature requires activation, please contact the Service Desk to activate. 

InsperaScan
We have a new version of InsperaScan (v3.2.1) available. Customers who wish to

upgrade can contact the Service Desk. The newest version has a couple of minor

improvements:

We have solved the issue related to customers with an expiration date of

longer than a year encountering a message saying that their license has

expired.

The installation files are now digitally signed with our software certificate to

avoid the Windows warning about unknown software editors.

MathJax 3 now available  for all
We have now upgraded our service for displaying mathematical notations in the

player and PDF as we experienced some issues with generating PDFs containing

mathematical notations. Upgrading to version MathJax 3 helps fix this and also

makes rendering mathematical notations in the test player quicker.
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Other improvements and bug fixes

Grade

Styling improvements for displaying bands and criteria in the Student Report.

Learn more

Accessibility improvements to allow for keyboard navigation in the Grade

dropdown and options menu.

LTI integration improvements
The following features have been released:

Contributor provisioning and unprovisioning from LMS using LTI Membership

service.

Implementation of authentication and template configuration as LTI custom

attributes. This feature supports using multiple templates to create exams

from LMS/VLE.

New custom attribute "lti_candidate_extratime" to add extra time for all

students on the test.

Note: This feature will not work on Moodle through membership

service, as Moodle is not supporting IMS global standard for sending

membership information. For Moodle tests, extra time will only be

added to a student when the student clicks on the test link in

LMS/VLE. 

Ladok integration improvements

Front end improvements 

Removed manual sync button for creating tests from Ladok.

Removed extra fields on the test that are not in use for this integration.

TurnItIn similarity check integration

Implemented passing file name in the upload request to support Authorship

service.

For developers
 

The following has been fixed in this release:
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Fixed a bug where the “building” field was not updated in Monitor if the test

was updated/created using APIs.

api.inspera.com 

APIs on Knowledge base
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